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A time planner that visually displays a list of to-dos, events and tasks for the day in the form of a twelve-hour night screen.
trackrunner. A widget similar to the TimeBook planner, but displayed as a 3D spatial map of the world. In recent years, the use
of Google Maps for navigating the Internet and working with personal devices has become incredibly popular. This is the most
requested feature of the service, but sometimes it becomes necessary to use offline navigation, for example, use the map to view
attractions, streets or find the nearest restaurant. Of course, a fully functional Google Map will not be able to provide you with
the full functionality of a GPS navigator. However, this is the easiest way to get a detailed map of the desired location. There
are numerous applications that support this feature. With their help, you can find the nearest public transport parking point,
clarify data on upcoming road works and, at the same time, get a full map of the area with attractions. And so, let's start
inspecting applications. Google Maps One of the most famous and popular applications. Google Earth is a tool for obtaining a
holistic and detailed picture of the space on the planet and for determining the location on it. The mobile map shows the
position of objects on the territory, moreover, in several layers, including the display of satellite positioning. In addition, this is
the only Google service that allows you to view any satellite maps within a few seconds, because. the location is always
displayed on them. About app features location. An application by Google that has access to a database that allows you to obtain
information about all objects located on the territory of the Wi-Fi zone. In addition to searching, Location provides information
about existing inscriptions on a geographic map, and also provides information about nearby nearby objects. Google projects If
you have already found an interesting application from among the existing ones, you may want to try something new and
interesting. To do this, you just need to open Google Drive (Guide on the general functions of the service) and select the
necessary from it. After opening the next program, check if it is supported by your device. If it doesn't, try to find the default
function and run it before the incompatibility error appears. Guides, FAQs and how-to videos are also available on the web in a
dedicated section with related topics. Lists With the help of various tools, you can get a list of available sources on the topic. For
example
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